PO Box 150, LeIcester, LE5 4DS
Email: ncofg@yahoo.co.uk
The ""atlonal Council of Gurdwaras is a non-profit making organisation for all Gurdwaras in the United
Kingdom. It wa. e.tabU.hed in September 2003 at last year's National Sikh Convention and was
.... nll.lln re.ponle to the UK Government's desire for more organisations to represent Sikh grassrC!911 opInIon.
Oliver Letwln MP, Shadow Home Secretary speaking at the National Sikh Convention in September
2003 laid:
~Imentioned eariler that the announcement of the establishment o( the Sikh Federation is good new.
(or Sikhs and good news for Britain. Similarly your other two announcements today concerning the
establishment o( the National Council o( Gurdwaras snd the new Sikh Advisory Group are both
positive developments. You Bra showing 8 determination to aot as a cohesive foroe. You ara bringing
the SIkh community together to ensure that you are best placed to worl< with the grain of political and
.oe/allnstltutlons In this country."
All Gurdwaras In the United KJngdom are automatically members of the National Council of Gurdwarel.
Gurdwara. become full members on paying their annual sub&erlptlon, otherwise they remain assocl.l.
members. At presant the National Council of Gurdwaras represants some 235 Gurdwaras in the UK
The National Counell of Gurdwaras alms to represent the Sang at on all relevant matters Involving the UK
Government that directly impact on Gurdwaras and the Sangat. Some of the events and campaign.
InvolVIng the National Counell of Gurdwaras in the last 12 months have Included:
· Nlltlonal Sikh Convention - September 2003
· $Ikh Lobby Day In Parliament November 2003
· Freedom of religious expressiOn in French scI100ls • January 2004
· Meeting at the French Embassy
· Silent prolest out$lde the French Embassy
· Orgllnlsing coaches for Sangat to travel and Join the Sikh protest In Paris
· "Big Conversation" meeting with the Labour Party - February 2004
· Valaakhl celebrations at the Foreign & Commonwealth OffIce - April 2004
· Meeting WIth the Minister for Transport concerning the right of Sikh airport workers to wear
the KJrpan • April 2004
· Arranging for Sangat to participate In the "Rally and march for remembrance, Justice and freedom"
In centr-al London - June 2004
· Commenting on the revised .tatutory Code of Practice on Raelal Equality In Employment - August
2004
· Northampton Gurdwara and respect for Srt Guru Granth Sahib JI - August 2004
· Meeting the UK Passport Service conceming the right of Sikhs to wear the Klrpan when entering
Government buildings - September 2004
· British Library and respect for Sri Guru Granth Sahib JI September 2004
w

w

For further

Infonnatlon

contact

Oaljlt Singh Sherglll

on 07931147523

The first and only Sikh Political Party in the UK
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Sikhs Launch Political Party

LAUNCH OF THE SIKH FEDERATION (UK)

By Nick Britten, 11 September

2003

Brltl h Sikhs find voice in political party
y

I IIIIIIIt

CnSCllIfII,

The launch of the first political party for British Sikhs is being accompanied by a warning that the
Government could cause huge damage in Labour heartlands unless the wishes of Sikhs are taken more
seriously.

BBC News Online, September 2003

hou.and. of Sikhs are holding a conference in the UK to establish their own political party - but they also
.nl to end the stereotype of the "community leader" which they say stops real voices being heard.
hey may form one of the most visible minorities in the UK, but Britain's Sikh community
,,,,. Ihey ,houted a little louder.
hll wHkend thousands of Sikhs are taking part in a three-day conference
lur. cour,. of their community's voice in British politics and society.

The Sikh Federation (UK) will set up branches in each major town and city with a sizeable Sikh
population. It will not initially put up its own candidates for local, national and European elections, but it
intends to back any party that best represents its members.

has decided it is

in Wolverhampton

to chart the

A spokesman said: "I can name a dozen Labour ministers who have a large number of Sikhs in their
constituencies and what the Sikh Federation is there for is to say that unless you start helping us and
taking our issues seriously we will not vote for you.

" eMcelient news that the Convention today has announced the creation of a new national Sikh
rganl.ltlon,
the Sikh Federation (UK). It is good that you have decided to work with the mainstream
Irtln
At. cohesive organisation you will have a better chance of achieving not just proper recognition
, Sikh" but 8 host of other objectives.
h. announcement of the establishment of the Sikh Federation (UK) is good news
r Sikh. and good news for Britain. You are showing a determination to act as a
oh •• llle force. You are bringing the Sikh community together to ensure that you
re be.t placed to work with {he grain of political and social institutions in this
ountry The work that you do has never been more important.

V organiSing this event today and coming here in such vast numbers you are
howlng your commitment to public life and a determination to lead by example.
1m told that the Guru Nanak said that: "Truth is higher than everything, but
Igher It,ll Is truthful living" . As I think of the loss of integrity in our public life, I can
Ink of no better message to take back to Westminster.
Oliver Letwin MP, Shadow Home Secretary
Speaking at the launch of the Sikh Federation (UK) in September 2003

Lvnne MEP addressed the National Sikh Convention in Wolverhampton and at
welcomed the establishment of the Sikh Federation (UK), a new political body
lended to represent the interests of Britain's Sikh community.
The Sikh
eratlon intends to campaign to raise awareness of issues that are of
portance to the Sikh community. In particular, they are campaigning to have
khl recognised as a distinct ethnic community by the government and other
clal bodies.
Iklng after the Convention, Liz said, "British Sikhs have made an outstanding
ntributlon to the wealth and diversity of the UK. By organising in such a way they
monstrate their commitment to participating more effectively in the political
ss."
Liz Lynne MEP
Liberal Democrats Focus Magazine, October 2003

New UK Sikh Party Espouses Khalistan
By Trevor Barnard in London, Asian News International

A "religious-political"

party committed to working for the establishment of an independent sovereign Sikh
state of1<halistan has been set up by a group of British Sikhs. A resolution to this effect was adopted at
a "national convention" attended by an estimated 10,000 Sikhs in the Midlands town of Wolverhampton
last week-end. The new organisation is called the Sikh Federation (UK).

The Federation, based on the Sikh "miri-piri" principle - the principle that temporal and spiritual goals are
indivisible - will take an increasing interest in mainstream UK politics, but does not envisage putting up its
own candidates at either the national or local level.
Rather it will work closely with the main political parties to promote Sikh issues, and will offer support to
politicians who take up these issues. It plans to set up branches in each major town or city that has a
sizeable Sikh population, drawing its membership from individuals and affiliated organisations committed
to the miri-piri principle.
The three key areas of work are stated to be: to promote the Sikh religion, philosophy and way of life; to
campaign for human rights issues impacting on Sikhs in the UK and abroad; and to "argue the case for
the Sikhs' right to self-determination,
lobbying politicians, the UK government, official representatives of
foreign governments in the UK, the European Parliament and at the UN for the establishment of an
independent sovereign Sikh State of Khalistan".
.

o

BRITISH SIKHS AND THE ESTABLISHMENT

SCHOOL
GOVERNORS'
ONE-STOP SHOP

"British Sikhs and the establishment" is the first item In the Sikh Agenda for the UK Government
originally unveiled in September 2001. It primarily relates to greater participation and improved
representation of the Sikh community in British institutions and politics. The launch of the Sikh Federation
(UK) last year was in itself a major development aimed at improving the participation of Sikhs in local and
national decision making bodies and in the political sphere. Events during the last 12 months directly
associated with this issue are set out below:

'Recruiting Governors with management skills
for Schools fhat need them most. I

School Governors are

People like you!

Election of first Sikh Liberal Democrat MP
The recent by-election victory by Parmjit Singh Gill in Leicester South was warmly
welcomed by the Sikh Federation (UK) as it resulted in greater political
representation for Sikhs. He became the first Liberal Democrat MP from an ethnic
minority.
Speaking at a Sikh Federation (UK) organised event in April and prior to his
election Parmjit Singh made it clear that he supported the British Sikh community
on key issues such as those relating to the separate recognition and monitoring of
Sikhs, the need to highlight human rights abuses perpetrated against Sikhs and the
Sikhs right to self determination. Parmjit Singh will need to make a big impact in
the next 9-12 months if he is to be re-elected.
The ethnic vote in Leicester South played a major part in determining the final outcome. In the past 12
months the Sikh Federation (UK) has developed an extensive network of Sikh political activists across the
UK that cover over 300 Parliamentary constituencies and well placed to influence candidates during next
years' General Election.

"Big Conversation" with Sikh representatives

, 'Being a school .governor is about being a critical and supportive
friend to the school. People imagine that governors aren't people like
em but thars a misconception. Everyone has experience of education,
so everyone can make a valuable contribution to a school "
Dona Henriques, Plashet School

If you believe children's education is important, please get in touch.
You can help us fill governor vacancies and give children the chance of a better future.
It is important that governing bodies reflect the diversity of the local community.

For more information call 0870-241-3883 or email:
info@schoolgovernors-oss.co.uk or visit

WWW.sgoss.org.uk

In February 2004 representatives of the Sikh Federation (UK) were invited by the Labour Party Chair, Ian
McCartney MP to take part in a special seminar as part of the "Big Conversation."
"Connecting
politics and people" was the main theme for discussions with Ministers (Rt. Hon. John Reid and Fiona
Mactaggart MP) and Labour MPs (John Battle and Parmjit Singh Dhanda). This provided an excellent
opportunity to explain the developments in the Sikh community in the last few years. Specific issues
covered included:
e The Sikh Agenda for the UK Government and Government recognition
of the changing face of Sikh representation
e Disappointment in the superficial approach by the Home Office to the
review of interface between the Govemment and Sikhs
e UK Government pressure on France on the right of Sikhs to wear the
turban in French schools
e Positive action by the UK Government on the separate·recognition and
monitoring of Sikhs
e The relationship between the UK Government and India from a British
Sikh perspective with regards to India's appalling human rights record
and the provision of British humanitarian aid

Evidence to the Committee on Standards in Public Life
In June 2004 Sikh representatives gave evidence at a public hearing of the Committee on Standards In
Public Life chaired by Sir Alistair Graham. Sikh representatives gave evidence for about 40 minutes 011
the issue of the lack of public appointments for members of the Sikh community. Many points were raised
including:
the importance of separate monitoring of Sikhs by public bodies so you know where you are
and where you are going
<I> the Commissioner
for Public Appointments observation that the
Stt.llldIWtf-,;
perception of people on public bodies is that they were "male, pale
and stale"
<I> using Gurdwaras
to target and communicate more effectively with
the Sikh community
<I>

in

Pit Mit: Lilt..'

Changing face of Sikh representation

in politics!

There has been a gradual shift in Sikh representation
in each of the main political parties in the last twelve
months. Traditionally, the Labour Party has dominated in terms of Sikh representation claiming it is
the only party with a Sikh MEP, a Sikh Lord, several
Sikh MPs and many Sikh councillors. However, the
recent by-election in Leicester South and the local
and European elections may be an indication that
the political map is changing.
MEPs - Labour
can still claim to
be the only party
with a Sikh MEP with Neena Gill's success
Parliamentary elections.

Nina Gill MEP, West Midlands
MPs - The Liberal
candidates known
appropriate Sikh
opposition parties

at the recent European

Lords - Labour Lord King (Tarsern Singh Kang) remains the only Sikh
Lord. However, it is rumoured that in the next couple of years the Lords
will see several new Sikh Lords, perhaps even the first ever
practising Sikh.

Democrats are to be congratulated in now having its first Sikh MP. The prospective
for the next General Election and lack of progress on developing and implementing
"friendly" policies suggests the Labour Party may be going backwards while the
are making steady progress.

Councillors
- Following the most recent local council elections the number of Labour Sikh councillors has
fallen in towns such as Slough, Hounslow, Barking, Greenwich, Newham, Lewisham and Sandwell. The
number of Liberal Democrat Sikh councillors has increased and for the first time ever there now are
several Conservative Sikh councillors.

o

,EPARATE RECOGNITION AND MONITORING OF SIKHS
Moeting with Trevor Phillips, the Chair of the CRE

Revised statutory Code of Practice on Race Equality in
Employment

DEALING WITH CHALLENGES TO THE SIKH IDENTIl Y
o Inc:. 9/11 Sikhs have faced numerous challenges in the West as regards the Sikh identity and the no d
lor greater awareness about Sikhs. In the last 12 months much of the ignorance and challenge. h.ve
concerned the Sikh Turban (or Dastaar) and Kirpan. The main areas where the Sikh Federation (UK) ha.
bti.n actively involved are shown below:

Prince Philip condemned for remarks about Sikh Turban
In December 2003 at a reception at Buckingham Palace the Duke of
Edinburgh made an offensive comment to a Sikh police officer about his
turban. This was widely reported in the national press. When approached by
the media the Federation described Prince Philip's comments as outrageous.
A Federation spokesperson was quoted as saying:
"His remarks are indicative of the lack of awareness among the Royals and
other British people about the Sikh faith. It highlights there needs to be much
greater awareness. For Sikhs the turban and the actual growing of the hair is
a very important sign of faith and religion and the Prince's comments are
shocking to say the least. Prince Philip and the Royal family should know better. Sikhs fought In both
World Wars for the British and many wore turbans. The Royals are in a position of authority and should
not be making such bold, provocative and insensitive comments."

Freedom of religious expression in French schools
The Turban or Dastaar issue concerning Sikh children in French schools has been a high
profile Sikh identity issue for the last 10 months. The Sikh Federation (UK) has maintained
a robust stand on this issue as it not only directly impacts on Sikh children in France, but tho
wider subject of freedom of religious expression as a fundamental human right for all
throughout Europe.

Federation condemns those misrepresenting the Dastaar
The Sikh Federation (UK) took the lead in criticising
so-called Sikh representatives that lacked vision and a
long term strategy by suggesting it was simply sufficient to
negotiate a possible exemption for Sikh children in France,
on the basis that the Dastaar had no religious
significance.
The Federation was instrumental in
highlighting the falsehood and stupidity of this approach
and the highly dangerous suggestion that the Sikh turban
(daslaar) had no religious significance, but only a cultural
significance.

I
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UK Sikhs rally against French ban
M•••• U". ot support also came from Caroline Lucas an MEP with the Greens and Neil MacCormlck an
MI I' With the Scottish National Party. UK MEPs indicated opposition to the proposals by the French
( overnment and indicated that the European Commission could be forced to take action as Sikhs and
IIth.r. could be discouraged from vjsiting and working in France due to racial discrimination.

Times of India, 16 January 2004

Hundreds of British Sikhs will take to the streets here on
Saturday, alongside Muslims and Jews, in Europe's first
Inter-faith public campaign against a controversial French law.
The Sikhs are the smallest minority affected by the proposed
ban, but their Europe-wide campaign has been the loudest

UK Sikhs take lead to defy French Govt ban on turbans
IIlndustan Times, January 28

Many say it points to a growing assertiveness within a largely
peaceful, prosperous and increasingly politically conscious
community. Hectic political lobbying across Europe is being
spearheaded by the Sikh Federation (UK), Britain's first Sikh
political party, which openly espouses Khatistani sentiments.

Federation gets backing for campaign from MPs
The Sikh Federation (UK) used its extensive political contacts to gain political support
from UK MPs over this issue. In the British Parliament over 80 MPs signed Early Day
Motion 461 - Religious symbols in French schools, which is reproduced below:

.

•

Early Day Motion 461 - Religious symbols in French schools
That this House notes proposals to ban noticeable religious symbols in French schools;
recognises the importance of wearing certain items as a sign of faith, such as the
Muslim hijab, Sikh turban, Jewish kippa and Christian crucifix or cross; understands
that the concept of school uniforms, popular in the United Kingdom, is less common in France where there
Is greater emphasis on individual identity; believes that this ban is a direct attack on religious expression
and its importance to individual identity; reaffirms support for freedom of religious expression as a
fundamental human right enshrined in international law; and calls on Her Majesty's Government to make
strong representations
with partners across the European Union against this blatant restriction of
personal freedom, in defence of France's diverse faith communities."

Federation takes campaign to the Eur:opean Parliament
The Sikh Federation
(UK) demonstrated
during this campaign its credentials as an
effective lobby at the European level. The
Federation approached and received letters
and messages of support from many UK
MEPs about the right of Sikhs to wear the
turban in French schools and other state
maintained sectors in France.
The issue was raised in debate in the
European Parliament
by Robert Evans a
Labour MEP and Vice-Chair of the Citizens'
Freedoms and Rights Committee. Roy Perry
a Conservative MEP and the Vice President of
the.Petitions Committee was in close touch with Sikhs regarding a petition at the European level and other
MEPs wrote to the Commissioner
for External Relations, Chris Patten and the Commissioner
for
Employment and Social Affairs, Anna Diamantopoulou.

British
Sikhs,
as the largest
Sikh
community in Europe (estimated at about
700,000),
have taken
the lead
in
campaigning
to persuade the French
government not to ban the wearing of
turbans in state schools, in the wake of
the proposed ban on the Muslim hijab.
Led by the Sikh Federation (UK) - the
recently formed "political" organisation of
Sikh activists - a delegation held talks
with Assia Xixiou, a special adviser to the
French Ambassador, and then about 100
activists from around the country held a
silent rally outside the Embassy.
Their
banners read: "Turban for Sikhs is a requirement

- and not negotiable."

They took comfort from a statement in the Assembly by the Education Minister, Luc Ferry, who said that
the turban, if it was discreet, would be allowed. The British Sikhs have taken up this suggestion, saying
thai a turban of a discreet colour, perhaps black or blue, could be made part of the school uniform. They
told the French Ambassador in a memorandum that this would be acceptable to the Sikhs of France and
elsewhere.
The memorandum recognised that the French authorities were sympathetic to the predicament of the
Sikhs In France, but atso pointed out that the proposed law may be in direct contravention of European
Union directives on racial and religious discrimination, and that, if it were implemented, British Sikhs would
ask the European Commission to take appropriate action.

.

The Sikh Federation and its associated organisations have no fear that a similar ban to that proposed In
France might be imposed in the UK, but they feel that they have a duty to help their co-religionists in
Europe to maintain their religious freedom.

Sikhs march through Paris to oppose turban ban
Asian News International
About five hundred British Sikhs crossed the English Channel last week-end to join co-religionists from
other European countries supporting a demonstration aimed at persuading the French government not to
ban the Sikh turban in state schools.
More than 2,000 Sikhs marched along the traditional route through central Paris in a rally that attracted
widespread media attention. Officers of the Sikh Federation UK were among those interviewed on
television. Kuldeep Singh, Vice Chairman of the Federation, told viewers: "This issue is not simply about
the right of Sikhs in France to wear the turban, this issue affects Sikhs throughout Europe and is about
freedom of religion as a fundamental human right enshrined in international law."

odoration expose flaws in those "negotiating" with the French
The proposed law, which was debated in the French National
Assembly in February 3, is designed to remove all show of
religion from public schools, in line with the country's secular
constitution. Specifically it would ban the Muslim hijab, and it is
feared that the rule could also include the turban.Thirty years
ago British Sikhs won an exemption from a law
requiring motorcyclists to wear helmets, and turbans are now
commonplace for Sikh police officers serving in the UK. The
leaders of the Federation believe that this experience puts •
them in a favourable position to help the Sikh community in
France.
Federation Chairman Amrik Singh said: "We are hopeful the French parliament will heed our concerns, but
we are ready to rise to any challenge to the Sikhs." He and his colleagues believe the proposed law may
contravene European Union directives on racial and religious discrimination and plan to ask the European
Commission to take appropriate action, if it is implemented.

Federation urge Tony Blair to raise turban issue
The Sikh Federation (UK) with the backing of over
60 MPs from the four largest political parties in the
UK urged the UK Prime Minister to make strong
representations with the French on the turban
issue when he met President Chirac on
Wednesday 18 February.
The Federation championed the political campaign
in the UK and Europe to ensure maximum
pressure was exerted on the French authorities
against the proposed law restricting freedom of
religious expression. The leadership of the
Federation met with UK Government Ministers to
push for co-ordinated action across the European
Union and to specifically raise the need for Tony Blair to press for a solution to the need for Sikh children
to have the right to wear the turban in French schools.
Pressure was exerted directly by the Federation on behalf of the 700,000 strong British Sikh community
and indirectly through MPs and Ministers with large Sikh constituencies to ensure this issue was raised in
the trilateral German-French-British summit.
In a letter to the UK Prime Minister the Sikh Federation (UK) said: "Sikh children that wear a turban may
be left in the impossible situation of choosing between their education and the Sikh way of life." The
letter went on to say although ''the French authorities have acknowledged that Sikhs have become the
unintended victims of the proposed law and have promised to try and find an accommodation by drawing
up specific guidance for schools to allow the wearing of the turban. Our fear is this may prove an
Inadequate safeguard for Sikhs in France and other parts of Europe who will also be directly affected by
the new law."

In March the Sikh Federation (UK) were made aware by the Home Office that certain British Sikh. were
"nflgotlatlng" with the French. The Home Office wrote:
"As you may be aware, certain prominent British Sikhs have had meeting.,
representatives of the French Sikh community, with senior
officials from a number of French Government Departments.on the turban
issue. These have included the Ministry of Extemal Affairs, the Ministry of
the Interior, the Prime Minister's Office and the Ministry of Education. Theae
meetings appear to have achieved positive results, with in-principii
~
concessions being made on the French side that Sikh children who wear the
turban will not automatically be thrown out of schools or excluded from the
'
education system, that a mutually acceptable solution will b.
BUILDI NG A SI\fE, J'US'T
negotiated with the Sikhs, and that following this a directive will be sent to
AND TOLER~Nt Soel~TY
all schools to ensure that further problems did not arise."

,..-----------,

alongside

.......
Home Office

The Federation wrote back to the Home Office in March to state "the process of "negotiating outside the
law" and persuading the French to issue directives (without legal backing) to schools about an exemptlo n
for the Sikh turban was a high risk strategy for Sikhs." The Federation stated it was concerned that the
Home Office had been told by these "prominent" British Sikhs that "a mutually acceptable solution will be
negotiated with the Sikhs". The Federation asked the UK Government to explain:
i) what will happen to Sikh children in France that are required to wear the Sikh turban If the
"negotiations" fail to achieve an "acceptable solution" once the law has come into effect
ii) if Sikh children are allowed to wear the Sikh turban due to a negotiated solution (almOlt
certainly outside the law currently being proposed) how will they be protected in school again.!
difficulties they will inevitably experience due to what many will see as "special" treatment
iii) if Sikh children are allowed to wear the Sikh turban due to a negotiated solution whet
guarantees will be given by the French authorities that it will not be possible to successfully
challenge the "negotiated solution" via the legal system by those upset by the perceived
"special" treatment given to Sikhs
The Home Office has been unable to address these concerns and has stayed silent for the last 6 months,

Challenging E!Jropean Regulations impacting on the right of
Sikh airport workers to wear the Kirpan
Restrictions were introduced on the right of Sikh
airport workers to wear the Kirpan in security
restricted areas following 9/11.
After considerable pressure from
Sikh organisations
the UK
Government reversed its decision
in July 2002.

In April 2004 the Department for Transport informed Sikh organisations that the European Commission
had told the UK that it was in breach of European Regulations and needed to place
restrictions on Sikh airport workers wearing the Klrpan. A meeting was held with Tom McNulty MP,
Parliamentary Under Secretary for State for Transport on 26 April where the strength of
opposition by Sikhs to the European Regulation was made clear.

'In June 2.Q04 the UK Government requested an amendment to the Regulations, but this was refused by
other EU courItries,
Various requests for information and explanations have been sought by Sikh
organisations from the Department of Trarlsport. A stand off position has been 'reached with the UK In
ImIach of European ReQulations as Sikhs have made it cI.ear they are not prepared to accept further
reatnctiona on the Kirpan.
This iS8W is likely to come to a head in the next few months. Sikhs- have reminded the Department of
Transport that Tony Blair has given assurances about the new EU Constitution bY.reaffirming that we are
still an independent Nation State in the EU, able to do what we iNant to do. It has tiieen suggested that the
Department of Transport shOUld 'demonstrate the UK's ability to act as an independent Nation State by
arguing the regulation does not apply to the Kirpan and continue not to implement it.

...'1,
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. Challenging restrictions on the K.irpan in putiJlc buil.dings

'h.

UK Passport Service (UKPS) has been accused of lack of
proper conSUltation and implementing an access policy which
h •• the effect of preventing practising Sikhs from making use
01.11 UKPS services. In addition, UKPS has been accused of
.doptlng Ii practice that appears to be contrary to the policies
adopted
by other government
departments
I.e. Lord
Ch.ncellors
Department,
the Houses
of Parliament,
concerning access to practising Sikh members of the public.
A po,llIve meeting took place at UKPS at the slart of September 2004 where it was revealed an exten.l ...
relilew has now been undertaken of practices adopted at different Govemment buildings. The argumtntt
on the Sikh side have been presented professionally and their appears to be a genuine desire to
Implement practices that will allow Sikhs to no longer to remove the Kirpan when entering any government
building.
As the practices being adopted by government bodies and other organisations is resulting In difficulties for
practising Sikhs when entering public places it may be necessary to push for the introduction of speclflc;:
legislation that will make it unlawful to require Sikhs to remove the Kirpan when entering such places. Thlt
option will be considered in the light of progress in the next 6 months and with the approach of the next
General Election,

Other than at airports, where Sikh workers and passengers
encounter
restrictions
on the wearing
of the Kirpan,
restrictions on the Kirpan have also been an issue at other
public buildings.
In particular, Sikhs have experienced
difficulties at Home Office buildings, such as the Home Office
Immigration
and Nationality
Oirectorate in Croydon and
Passport Service buildings in London. In addition, restrictions
on the Kirpan have been an issue at the London Eye and
Embassies, such as the Canadian Embassy,

SIKH SECRETARIAT, PO Box LB 1464, London W1A 9LB info@sikh-secretariat.com
When this issue flrst came to light Dominic Grieve MP the Shadow Home Office Minister asked the Home
Secretary "on what basis Sikhs ,re required to remove their Kirpan when entering his Department's
buildings". The Home Office Minister stalled in giving a direct response.

The right of Sikhs to wear the Kirpan had been raised at an earlier Sikh Lobby Day. Ken Purchase the MP
for Wolverhampton North East took the lead in raising a Parliamentary Question about the right of Sikhs
to wear the K1rpan In public places.
He asked the Home Sectetary if he would "introduce
le.gislation to make It unlawful to require Sikhs to remove the Kirpan when entering public places."
,

The Home Office Minister replied by saying: "There are no plans to
Introduce new legislation in this area. Section 139 of the Criminal
Justice Act 1988, which makes it an offence to have an article with
blade or point in a public place, provides that should a person possess
such an article for "religious reasons or as part of any national
costume" he would not be guilty of an offence under the Act.

"However. following two separate incidents involving more active
members of the Sikh community at the Passport Service building in
London and an earlier incident reported from the Immigration and
NltlOhillity Directorate in Croydon in the last 12 months the matter was
tlk.n up with the reievant authorities. All too often Sikhs experiencing
.uetl dlf'ficulties do not follow up the incidents to prevent the same
problom, for other Sikhs.
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SIKH AGENDA FOR THE UK GOVERNMENT
An eight-point Sikh Agenda for the UK Government launched in September 2001 at Guru Nanak Sikh
Gurdwara, Wolverhampton revealed a diverse range of aims and objectives for the Sikh community In the
UK.
The Sikh
Election.
UK Sikh
Members

Agenda was arrived at after a three-month consultation period that began after the General
The end product was an agenda that represented the aspirations of the disparate parts of the
community that could be progressed with the UK Government, the Opposition and individual
of Parliament.

The Sikh Agenda concept recognises that all Gurdwaras and Sikh organisations should be able to relate
to, support and take forward one or more items within the agenda. At the same time no Gurdwara or Sikh
organisation is being asked to sign up to the Sikh Agenda in full. A similar logic applies to individual MPa
who are able to support and take forward specific items in the agenda without having to back every item.
The Sikh Agenda has provided the UK Government with a clear understanding of the broad range of
needs of the Sikh community in the UK and what is required to ensure Sikhs are able to playa more
effective role in our multicultural society. The agenda recognises that British Sikhs and the UK Government
have an active role to play in promoting British-Sikh relations in the UK and globally.
Each year the details of the eight-point Sikh Agenda are revised following wide-ranging consultations
within the Sikh community that reflect developments during the year. The revised Sikh Agenda for the UK
Government is produced overleaf .

SIKH AGENDA FOR THE UK GOVERNMENT

Agenda Item 2 - Govemment funding for Sikh orglilisations
• A fair share for Sikh organisations and Sikh projects - For example, Sikh organisations
to

,

need

aim to dbtain £20 million of the

PI'tI,maMlIon of _Sikh
Identity and .. Panjabi Ia~e
RiII<~nitL.·Jind
se.-e
monitoring by P'tbIIe authorities - thrsalsists
in ob&aining fair
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.
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.
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f&t~ ..
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Agenda Item 5 - Preserving Sikh herltllge
• Working with the UK Govemment and ilS ~ies
to preserve Sikh heritage and promote a
wider apprecianon of the rich cultural h~
of the Sikh Nation.

1 YEAR CtMPAIGN
1 year campaign

TO COMMEMO~TE

1984

or 1984 launched in Parliament

Sikh representatives from across the UK assembled at
the Houses of Parliament on the Sikh Lobby Day in
November 2003 to launch a year long campaign and
series
of events
to commemorate
the 20th
anniversary of the genocide of Sikhs in 1984 and the
complete lack of justice.The
Sikh Federation (UK)
pledged to raise Early Day Motions conceming the
genocide of Sikhs in June 1984 and the November
1984 pogroms against tens of thousands of innocent
Sikhs. Speakers included Retired Justice Ajit Singh
Bains, Chairman
of the Panjab
Human Rights
Organisation.

Amrik Singh, Chairman of t~e Sikh Federation (UK) in a written statement issued to the press before the
launch said that:
"British Sikhs will not rest until the Sikh Nation gets justice for the Genocide of Sikhs in 1984. In our view
the Sikh people must be given the right to self determination as enshrined in International Covenants on
Economic, Social, Cultural, Civil and Political Rights. Given past treaties and the unique Anglo-Sikh
history the British Government are under a moral obligation to insist, at an international level, that the Sikh
people be given the right to seff determination ."

Desperately holding back the tears Marsha Singh explained that what little nostalgic link he had with India
came to a complete end with the Indian Government's actions in 1984, first in June and then in November
He also made reference to the treatment of other minorities in India and said he was not concemed that
many describe him as anti-Indian.
He would always raise human rights issues and had no allegiance
whatsoever to India.
The importance and impact of Marsha Singh's speech was summed up by the late Jim Marshall the
former Labour MP for Leicester South.
He said for almost 20 years Sikhs in Leicester had been
explaining the hurt and outrage that resulted from 1984 and yet in a few minutes the words of Marsha
Singh, who he heard for the first time speak on this issue, had convinced him why 20 years later, Sikhs
were still deeply upset and offended. Adrian Bailey the Labour MP for West Bromwich West followed this
up by saying the world had changed and the international community had a responsibility to force India to
be accountable for 1984.

Nationwide postcard and poster campaign to raife awareness
To ensure the "Rally and march for remembrance, justice and freedom" to mark the 20th anniversary was
a success in terms of turnout and impact the Sikh Federation (UK) distributed some 50,000 postcards
throughout the UK. These eye-catching postcards raised awareness and were well received.
Guru
Teg Bahadur Gurdwara, Leicester also sponsored large posters with the same image.

MP speaks from the heart about 1984
Sikh Lobby Day· Novemb1r 2003

Many in the Sikh community, other than those in the
Bradford area, when asked about Sikh MPs often
overlook Marsha Singh. In November 2003 the Labour
MP for Bradford West and a Member of the Home Affairs
Select Committee delivered his first speech at ,a Sikh
Lobby
Day
in the Houses
of Parliament
and
created quite a stir.

Marsha Singh MP
Bradford West

In an honest, but moving speech he explained how he
came to the UK from India at the age of two and had
never returned to India. He went on to say he was not
one for misleading people so he wanted to clarify that
although he was bought up in a Sikh family he was not a
religious man and would not describe himself as a Sikh.
He also said he was not a Khalistani.

However, he recalled the events of 1984 when the world witnessed the unprecedented action of the Indian
Army attacking the Golden Temple complex. Thousands were killed in cold blood, many with their hands
and feet bound, including women and children.

The back of the postcard stated:"On Sunday 6 June 2004 Sikhs across the world will mark the 20th
anniversary of June 1984. In the UK Sikhs will be holding a massive rally and march in central London,
the likes of which has not been seen since June 1984. Hundreds of coaches organised by Gurdwaras
across the UK will bring Sikhs in their thousands to London in an act of remembrance and to show the
strength of feeling of Sikhs 20 years later."

.~..

India becomes concerned with Federation'S awareness
campaign

Earlier in the year the Sikh Federation (UK) also distributed 10,000 posters highlighting the June 1984
attack laid the foundation stone for Khalistan. The popularity of the posters was indicated by the speed
with which the posters were distributed.

During the year the Indian press reported: "The
Sikh Federation was set up last year as a "political"
party and is committed to work for the
establishment of Khalistan. It is organising a series
of promotions to mark the 20th anniversary of the
events of 1984. MPs sympathetic to its cause have
tabled motions in the British Parliament drawing
attention to the issue." The Federation also
revealed that it has received support from several
prominent members of the UK Government,
including Ministers who have written stating they
support the campaign to highlight the atrocities by
the Indian authorities and to seek justice for the
Sikh Nation.

The event lived up to expectations with an estimated
15,000 Sikhs taking part in the rally and march. The Sikh
Federation (UK) produced massive banners to adam the
open top coach used as the stage in Hyde Park and
throughout the procession. The image was identical to
that of the postcards, but the wording at the top read 'We
will never forget 1984", the wording at the bottom was
"250,000 Sikhs murdered since 1984".Two large banners
with the three motions in the UK Parliament also adorned
the bus as it wound its way around central London. On two
occasions and due to the number of Sikhs attending police
motor bikes arranged for detours that took the open top
bus with messages blasting out past the Houses of
Parliament, 10 Downing Street, Trafalgar Square and the
Indian High Commission.

1984 campaign reaches the European Parliament
A written declaration was raised in the European Parliament
relating to the 20th anniversary of the "Genocide" of Sikhs in
1984.Four Members of the European Parliament (MEPs)
belonging to the Green Party - Jean Lambert, Dr Caroline Lucas,
Matti Wuori and Alima Boumediene-Thiery, called for a United
Nations inquiry at the launch of the Written Declaration.At the
launch Dr Caroline Lucas said: "Following a military raid on the
Sikh's holiest site, the Golden Temple in Amritsar, and the
subsequent
assassination of Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi by her Sikh
bodyguards in 1984, a wave of violence left hundreds of
thousands dead in the Punjab and major Indian cities. The
atrocities have been well documented by Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch and others. Sikhs
themselves describe the slaughter as 'their genocide' - but a full UN investigation has never taken place."
Jean Lambert, a member of the European Parliament's Civil Uberties Committee continued: "It is vilal that
an investigation is conducted into whether the massacre ... in 1984 constitutes genocide in international
law. Many of those affected and their families have sought refuge in England - and we must ensure truth
and justice prevails."

"

The Sikh Federation (UK) received considerable
messages of support for the rally and march
from politicians. Over 180 MPs and some 25
MEPs were contacted about the rally and march.
Over 40 MPs, including 9 Government Ministers,
sent specific messages of support.
Jean
Lambert MEP, the Vice President of the Green
Party in the European Parliament addressed the
rally in Hyde Park and made a scathing attack on
the actions of the Indian authorities over the last 20 years and repeated the call for the Sikh right to
self-determination, which is the official policy of the Green Party.

BRITISH MPs EXPOSING INDIAN INJUSTIC~S
Simon Hughes MP, the Liberal Democrat
mayoral candidate in London and the party's
Home Affairs spokesman made a special
effort to join Sikhs in the march on Park Lane
and show solidarity and support for the Sikhs
on this important anniversary.
The objective of the rally and march was to
make an impact and raise awareness with
young Sikhs and the wider British public about
the events of 1984. The various creative
activities facilitated by the Sikh Federation
(UK) certainly achieved the desired impact
with a huge amount of media interest at the
local, national and International level.

BBC World Service - After Blue Star
The BBC World Service which serves millions of
people around the world produced two
3O-minute programmes on the 20th anniversary
of the 1984 attack on the Golden Temple
Complex. The series explored the impact of the
storming of the Golden Temple Complex on
Sikhs both in India and the Diaspora.
The BBC contacted all parties, including
anti-Sikh elements, for a "balanced" view. The
Sikh Federation (UK) played a significant part in
ensuring the Khalistan perspective was given
sufficient coverage. A special website to
accompany the programme has been set up by
the BBC and allows those that may have
missed the programmes
to listen to the
two programmes in full via the internet.
VIsit: www.bbc.co.uklworldservlcelspeclaU171_afterbluestBr/lndex.shtml

"1984 factor"

in the Panjab elections

The Sikh Federation (UK) commenting on the Indian election results said: "In Panjab an important factor
was the anti-Congress vote. The results from Panjab, where Congress lost, are at odds with the rest of
India. Sikhs in Panjab have rejected the Congress and protested against the nominations of Jagdish Tytler
and SajJan Kumar who have the blood of innocent Sikhs on their hands. Sikhs have made clear they will
never forget 1984.
"The Federation commenting on the national picture said: "the election of the Congress to replace the BJP
will make little dHference to the Sikhs. One is as bad as the other. There should be no doubt that the
Indian electoral system and courts will never Jm,lvide the Sikhs justice In India."

The Early Day Motions (EDMs) reproduced below are currently tabled in the British Parljament and exposa
the injustices against Sikhs over the last 20 years. The motions condemn the Induur authorities and call
on action from the UK Government and the international community against the lr'ldilll1 authorities.
The
Sikh community is grateful to the MPs listed on the next two pages who have signed one or more 9f the
motions.

ED,M 664 - 20TH ANNIVERSARY
GOLDEN TEMPLE COMPLEX

OF THE STORMING OF THE

That this House notes with sadness the 20th anniversary of the June 1984 assault by the Indian army on
the Golden Temple complex, the Sikhs' holiest shrine, where sacrad buildings and historic artefacts were
destroyed or damaged beyond repair; further notes that the unprecedented action using ~11i118iy and tanks
took place on one of the most important days in the Sikh calendar, when there were hUge. numbers of
pilgrims in attendance, which resulted in thousands of innocent Sikhs being killed in cokI blciOd;'many with
their hands and feet bound, includihg women and children; is appalled that scores of other Sikh Gurdwaras
were atormed by the Indian army throughout Panjab and that thousands of Sikhs were arrestad, tortured,
arid killed, including children; recognises that these actions by the Indian authorities conti",ue; to have an
immeasurable impact on Sikhs throughout the world; and extends its sympathy and support to the
law-abiding, hard working, and well respected international Sikh community.

EDM 663 - VIOLATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS OF SIKHS IN INDIA
,
That this House notes and applauds the efforts of human rights activists in India to higlilighf atrocities,
including false imprisonment, torture, deaths in custody, extra-judicial executions and disappearances,
perpetrated against Sikhs in the last 20 years; further notes that it is estimated that over 250,000 Sikhs
have been murdered and/or disappeared since June 1984; is deeply concerned that 20 years later the
Indian Government continues to deny full access to Panjab to international human rights groups and to the
UN Rapporteur on Torture; ragrets that thousands of families are still waiting to know the ~te of relativee
who have disappeared; and calls on the Prime Minister, on behalf of the estimated 700,000 Sikhs in the
United Kingdom, to lead the intematiOnal community in demanding full access to Panjab to International
human rights groups and the UN.

EDM 662 - 20TH ANNIVERSARY
ON SIKHS

OF NOVEMBER 1984 ATTACKS

That this House notes with sadness the 20th anniversary of the November 1984 pogrom against
thousands of innocent Sikhs in a matter of days in cities across India; further notes that Sikhs became the
target of organised violence with murderous gangs swarming into Sikh houses, hacking the occupants to
pieces, chopping off the heads of children, raping women, tying Sikh men to lyres set aflame with kerosene
and pulling Sikh passengers from public transport to be lynched or burned aflve; recognises that Armesty
International in a memorandum to the Government of India, complained that far from being spontaneous
expressions of popular grief and anger as made out by the authorities, the killings were the outcome of a
wen organised plan marked by acts of both deliberate commission and omission by important politicians
of the Congress and by authorities in the administration; believes that investigation arid criminal
proceedings are long everdue; and calls upon Her Majesty's Government to take the lead in the
international community to establish an independent UN inquiry into the failure or
governments
in India to take
those responsible for the e~nts of
19.84,

BRITISH MPs EXPOSING INDIAN INJUSTICES

BRITISH MPs EXPOSING INDIAN INJUSTICES
continued:

Party

Constituency

Adrian Bailey

labour

West Bromwlch West

Jonathan Shaw

labour

Chatham and Aylesbury

Alan Beith

Liberal Democrats

Berwick-upon- Tweed

Julia Drown

Labour

South Swindon

Alan Meale

Labour

Mansfield

Karen Buck

Labour

Regent's P-arK and Kensington

Alan Simpson

Labour

Nottingham

Kevin McNamara

Labour

Hull North

Alice Mahon

Labour

Halifax

Name

South

Andrew George

Liberal Democrats

St Ives

Andy Reed

Labour

Louqhborouqh

Ann Cryer

Labour

Keighley

Annabeue Ewing

SNP

Perth

Anne Campbell

Labour

Cambridge

Bn! Etherington

labour

Sundeflanq

Liberal Democrats

David Clelland
David Drew

. Bob Russell

Labour

Linda Perham

Labour

Lynne Jones

Labour

Malcolm Bruce

Liberal Democrats

Mark Hendrick

Labour

Mark Oaten

Liberal Democrats

Mark Todd

Labour

Marsha Singh

Labour

Colchester

Martin eaton

Labour

Labour

Tyne Bridge

Martin Salter

Labour

Gower
Reading West

Labour

Stroud

Michael Clapham

Labour

Barnsley WestaIld. Penistone

Mike Hancock

Liberal Democrats

Portsmouth

Neil Gerrard

labour

Walthamstow

North

David Taylor

Labour

North West Leicestershire

David Wright

Labour

Telford

Dennis Skinner

Labour

Bolsover

Dennis Tumer

Labour

Wolverhampton

DOllg Naysrnith

labour

Bristol North West

Edward Davey

Liberal Democrats

Uwyd

Khalid Mahmood

i1;"

South

Nigel Jones

Liberal Democrats

Cheltenham

Norman Baker

liberal

Lewes

Patrick Hall

Labour

Bedford

Liberal Democrats

Kingston and Surbiton

Paul Marsden
Paul Truswell

Labour

Shrewsbury
Pudsey

Phil Sawford

Labour

Kettering

Phil Willis

Liberal Democrats

Harrogate & KnaresbOrough

Rob Marns
Roger Berry

Labour

Wolverhampton

Labour

Kingswood

South East

Democrats

North

and Atcham

Plaid cymru

Meirionnydd

Evan Harris

Liberal Democrats

Oxford West and

George stevenson

Labour

Stoke on Trent South

Graham Stringer

Labour

Manchester

Harold 6~st

Labour

Leeds North West

Roger Godsiff

Labour

a'ham Sparl<bro~k -

Harry Barnes

Labour

North East Derbyshire

Ronnie Campbell

Labour

Blyth Valley

Harry Cohen

Labour

Layton

Rudi vis

Labour

f-inchte'l and Go

Sandra Gidley

Liberal Democrats

Romsey

Sarah Teather

Liberal Democrats

Brent East

Simon Hughes

Liberal Democrats

North Southwark and Bermondsey

Terry Davis

labour

Birmingham

Tom Brake

Liberal Democrats

Carshalton and Wallington

Reading East

Tony Banks

labour

West Ham

Richmond Park

Tony Uoyd

Labour

Manchester

Elfyn

Nant Conwy
Abingdon

Blackley

So~h West
.
"~

and Wan stead

Helen Clark

Labour

Peterborough

Huw Edwards

Labcur

Monmouth

lain Coleman

Labour

Hammersmith

James Plsskitt

Labour

Warwick and leaming.ton

Jane Griffiths

Labour

Jenny Tongue

liberal

Jeremy Corbyn

Labour

Islington North

Valerie Davey

Labour

Jim Cunningham

labour

Coventry South

Win Griffiths

Labour

Jim Marshall

Labour

Leicester South

John Austin

Labour

Erith and Thamesmead

John Lyons
John McDonnell

Democrats

and Fulham

all Heath

Hodge HIli

Central

There are at least 50 MPs that have large numbers of Sikh constituents and are not prevented from
signing EDMs. These MPs should be approached in the next few weeks and asked to sign these EDMs
to show their support for the Sikh community. MPs have until 18 November, whicll""lS the last day of the
2003-04 Parliamentary Session.

SIKHS RIGHT TO SELF DETERMINATION

VIIhen these arguments are put in a historical context. drawing upon the
politicians are reminded of the sitUation of Sikhs pre and post Partition
propaganda that the Indian State is not sacrosanct and needs to be ..,.,,,ill..,,-W

Sikhs' have the right to argue for self-determination & Khalistan

Self-determinati~n is our right - the case for Khalistan is the
persecution of the Sikh Nation in the last 25 years
'Within

weeks of its launch the Sikh Federation (UK) tackled the issue of
sovereign Sikh Stata of Khalistan is Inevitable. A Fedleration
!I!'t:oncton In October said: "Sikhs have the right to self determination and
does not believe in basic human rights. Any Sikh, who refuses to accept and
IbJs right. should stop calling himSelf or herself a Sikh.·

l1l~y an Independent

'TNa mey have been an attempt to try and reduce
.... Impact of the National SIkh Convention and
....
launch of the Sikh Federation (UK).
However, this forced Rob Mania to specificaRy
WritB to each of the PInjabI newspapers about
his ..
on teIf.deIerminat and Khalistan.
1ft hfs letter dated

e

October

2003 he

wrote:

Tbe speaker said: "The case

for self..determination is clear. If you call yourself
believes in democracy, someone who accepts and respects UN declarations and
in basic human rights then the right to self determination is beyond question. The
indian authorities are allergic to the words self-determination. They are not
the word. they do not believe in democracy, they refuse to accept UN
self-determination and they have no regard for human rights.·

The speaker said "the

challenge we face is not convincing the Indian authorities
aelf..determination, but first convincing ourselves and then convincing politicians and
$p!iIaklng the truth and winning 1he arguments are our greatest strengths. As
C91:Mnce the British public. J)ofitiGal organisations. UK GoVemment and official
m>Yemments of not the case for self-determination, which is a right. Ilut the
~ution
suffered bY,Sikhs in t~ast 25 years and the events of 1984 that om1l1ide.tt1
per;dent .overe!gn Sikh State of Khalistan.

w

%:p.

The Federation speaker also specjfically appealed to British Sikhs that wisll to'
Khalistan to recognise the changes occurring with the setting up of the Sikh Fecleraltion

"ttiose

Federation's strategy on self determination & Khalistan

that do not recognise What is going on are In danger of being left behind.

It

ISlmpIy shout slogans for Khalistan. If the Khalistan movement is to progress and move fo"'~~Jhe
J)" come for self-appointed protagonists of Khalistan that have no real backlng and have
nothing constructive to further the true cause for Khalistan to be sidelined.·
The Federation speaker said "one of these self-appointed leaders had the audacity to ~#ie
Sikh
Agenda for the UK Government shOuld make no mention of the Sikhs
self-determin~
or
Khalistan as this. was his own personal remit. Following a meeting of SikhS
UK. FOIlIign :M!!liSter
t88ponslble for
wJ.)er8 the issue of
the .. me
person suggested
isslie with the UK
he
I18A a direct line to

Liberal Democrats support the Sikhs right to
self·determination

sfiaoow

Hughes the Uberal Democrat
.J:
ry
an interview given to ZseTV News befOre the Sikh Lobby
Day in November 2003 spoke freely aboUt his partys support
. for the S'lkhs right to self determination.

'In an extensive inteNiew he said there were considerable
human rights concerns about the treatment of minorities in
India,
He spoke passionately about the right to self
determination and expressed unconditional support for British
'.Sikhs to push this issue and indeed argile a case for an
" independent sovereign Sikh State of Khalistan:

On

development and foIJow~ 8 letter
.''Jrom Mike O'Brien MP the Foreign Mini~ter responsibllil for
; relations with India who said "It Is important that those
responsible for violence, such as that against)he Sikhs In
i'mritser 1984. are brought to justice",
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ACTION ON OTHER FRONTS ...

tlon.oom

Is the BBC failing the Sikhs?

Sikhs praised for their arguments against the ban on the ISYF

If you are interested in being involved with younger Sikhs join the "Young Sikhs"
egroup by emailing: youngsikhsuk-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
or visit
www.sikhfederation.com

FEDERATION'S RESPONSE TO DEVELOPMENTS IN
INDIA
Has Manmohan Singh's appointment as PM made any difference?

Sikhs in the West respond to the appointment of Tytler

2004-05
THE YEAR AH EAD .

• •

2004-05 will be an important year for British Sikhs
We will have the:
ell 20th anniversary
of the November 1984 anti-Sikh pogroms
ell 300th anniversary
of the martyrdom of the sons of Guru Gobind Singh Ji in December
ell General Election within the next 12 months
We will need to work together to arrange the commemoration of November
tant religious anniversaries that will be taking place later this year.

1984 and celebrate the Impor-

We face numerous challenges and will need to secure adequate assurances from each of the political
parties about our key concerns:
ell Separate recognition and monitoring of Sikhs
ell Better representation
of Sikhs in decision making bodies
ell Protection and promotion of the Sikh identity
ell A greater voice on highlighting atrocities against the Sikhs
ell Freedom to express our views on self-determination
and Sikh independence

The National Executive Council (NEC) of the Sikh Federation (UK) will be agreeing plans for a number of
events, campaigns and projects over the next 12 months.
Many events at a local and national level will be organised in conjunction with other Sikh organisations,
including Gurdwaras. There will be a special emphasis on greater involvement of the younger generation.
Our aims are to raise awareness amongst Sikhs and non-Sikhs of the Sikh religion, philosophy and way
of life; and highlight the injustices being committed against the Sikhs.
Work with the Sikh Federation (UK) to make the events of 2004-05 a success.
For further information visit our web site on:

SIKH FEDERATION (UK)

JOIN THE SIKH FEDERATION (UK)
Please complete the application form below:

ITItle:

Background

I r-I*-F-u-II-N-a-m-e-:-------------------.

~

;-:

The Sikh Federation (UK) was established in· September 2003 with
the aim of giving Sikhs a stronger political voice by taking an increas"ing interest in mainstream politics in the UK.

,-------:::--""-"="""-1 ..

1*Address:

The Federation is a non-govemrnental

<:

organisation. but to discharge
its duties as an effective pressure group it is also being registered
with the Electoral Commission as the first ever Sikh political party in
,the United Kingdom.

1*Town:
1*County:

The Sikh Federation (UI() is based 01') the "miri-pirJ" principle the Si"ztl
principle that temporal and spiritual goals are indivisible.
,
'

.

1*Postcode:

The Federation will also provide the Slkhs ~
~ n'iu~h needed voice
.at an international level and will be seeking consultative status with L-

~

the United Nations at the eartiest opportunity.

IWOrkTel:

1*Home Tel:
1*Email:

Aims and Objectives

The four key areas of work for the Federation will be to:
® Promote the Sikh religion, philosophy and way of life - working within the Sikh community
local and national government;
.® Promote $portil1,g and educational

the Sikh. way of life;

.

IIDate of Birth:
Ilf yes name of party:

IMember of political party: YES/NO

The Federations' aims and objectives are to work closely with each of the main political parties tn the UK
to promote relevant issues set out in the Sikh Agenda for the UK Government.

.

activities as well as relevant cultural Issues directly

CamP,algn for human lights Issues impact~~ on Sikhs in the UK and abroad - wor~ing
. group!l. non-governmental orgaillsatfons and_politicians; and
v

.

IMobile:

For Office Use Only

IDate Application processsed :

Ipayment Method: Cash/Cheque

IMembershiP Details:

I Receipt No:

INearest Branch:
* Indicates details required to process the application.
Terms and conditions
I am aged 18 years or over. I am entitled to vote In the United Kingdom and am registered as an elector
the address given above. I agree to abide by the rules and constitution of the Sikh Federation (UK).

01

I understand that, in compliance with funding laws, if I am donating more than £200 (including my
membership subscription of £10). my details will be checked to ensure I am registered on a UK electoral
register. If I donate more than £1,000 to a Sikh Federation branch or more than £5,000 to the Sikh
Federation (UK) nationally in the course of a calendar year, I understand that my name and the amount of
the donation will be reported to the Electoral Commission for publication on their public register of donations
to the Sikh Federation (UK).
Signed

.

Date

.

The information you have provided will not be shared with any organisation or individual outside the Sikh
Federation (UK) without your consent, nor transferred outside of the United Kingdom.
Please visit the Sikh Federation (UK) web site (www.sikhfederation.com)
to obtain your nearest postal
address to return your completed application. Alternatively, send it to:
Sikh Federation

(UK), Tanglewood

House, Pine Walk, Chilworth,

S016 7HQ

WHY KHALISTAN?
Khalistan the Sikh homeland is not a destiny, it is a necessity. Guru Gobind Singh Ji said: "Raj Bina
Nahin Dharam Chale Hain, Dharam Bina Sab Daile Malle Hain" which literally means that sovereignty
a MUST in order for a religion to survive; otherwise religion perishes.

is

Guru Ji taught us to fight for the truth and for justice. If the only purpose of Sikhi is to meditate and
accept the will of God then what was the point of Guru Hargobind Ji building Akaal Takhat Sahib? The
whole point is to fight for the truth while doing Naam Simran and following Sikhi.
Sikhs are fighting to keep their distinct identity, to save their religion and to keep Sikhi alive. If that means
a separate country then why not? Guru Gobind Singh Ji said "Koi Kisl Ko Raaj Na Dehain, Jo l.ehain Nij
Bal Se Lehain" which means "no one gives one freedom and sovereignty, the only way to gain independence is through a show of power."
Some people ask - What does Khalistan mean for Sikhs in foreign countries? Well, the answer is simple.
Khalistan will playa great role in the lives of foreign Sikhs. A strong country will represent them and will
preach Sikhi. Foreign countries will understand the true meaning of Sikhs and the distinct Sikh identity.
Khalistan will come, it is the birthright of Sikhs. Khalistan will:
ill provide an international

voice for the Sikhs

ill keep Sikhi alive by promoting
® bring freedom

it across the world

to practice the Sikh faith

® result in less discrimination,

injustice and lies to Sikhs

® bring peace for Sikhs which they have not enjoyed since 1849
® end oppression,

holocausts and attacks on the Golden Temple Complex

® prevent disappearances

of Sikhs

® stop kUling of Sikhs in fake encounters
® reduce the abuse of Sikh women, the turban and Sikh principles

For further information visit:

www.sikhfederation.com
Read on the web site about:
® Sikhs across the globe denounce attack on Nankana Sahib
® Why India should be denied permanent membership of the UN Security Council
® Chancellor Schroeder visits India - Federation urges action by Sikhs in Germany
® Indian politicians are the lowest of the low - Modi and Tytler challenge the Sikhs
ill Does your MP support Sikhs on 1984?
ill Politician's nominated by Sikhs for "Pack Of Cards"
ill Why is Kerry victory worrying India?

Akaal Takht Sahib, Destroyed by the Indian Army in
Operation Blue Star· June 1984

